Introduction

Generalities
This paper is devoted to the convergence of the reservoir technique introduced in [1] [2] [3] . This method allows us to avoid or to reduce drastically the numerical diffusion of flux schemes used to compute solutions to hyperbolic systems of conservation laws. This technique is based on the fact that for a scalar linear advection equation, a flux scheme [8] is stable and non-diffusive with the CFL (Courant-Friedrich-Lewy condition) equal to 1. Let us indeed consider the advection problem, with a > 0: ∂ t v + a∂ x v = 0, x ∈ R, t 0, and a conservative explicit upwind scheme approximating this equation: ∀n 0, ∀ j ∈ Z, u is an approximation of v at ( j x, n t). As it is well known this scheme is stable under the CFL criterion: λ = a t x ∈ ]0, 1], and that taking t = x/a (λ = 1) leads to u n+1 j = u n j−1 which corresponds to the exact propagation of the solution at the discrete level. However taking t = x/a is very restrictive (if x or a is not constant in space for example) and we must constraint our scheme to behave as if λ = 1 although in general the time step is smaller than t * := x/a. This is precisely the goal of the reservoir technique. To understand more clearly the principle, we consider the case where t = t * /k with k ∈ N * . The idea consists of waiting k time steps before updating the solution. More generally, let us take several different time steps t i (not necessarily equal), and introduce R j a (scalar) reservoir associated to the jth cell (initialized to 0) and c j a positive real CFL counter (also initialized to 0). At each time step, we fill up R j with the local current numerical flux difference R j ← R j − a t i / x(u j − u j−1 ) and we increment the CFL counter c j ← c j + a t i / x. Once c j reaches 1, we update the solution and reinitialize to zero both the reservoir and the counter.
In the advection equation case we recover the CFL = In this formula n denotes the real time step and i denotes the local iteration index between two time steps such that:
Extending this idea to hyperbolic systems of conservation laws we only update the numerical solution for each discretization point where the local CFL counter reaches 1 or in fact any prescribed value between 0 + and 1 − . More precisely, at each space point and for each characteristic field we attach a counter that measures the local CFL number and a vectorial reservoir that stores the numerical flux. This technique has been successfully applied to nonlinear hyperbolic systems of conservation laws [2, 3] and is currently developed for multidimensional equations, see [4] . The reservoir technique is not linked to a particular scheme but is applicable to many kinds of flux schemes [8] based on approximate linear or nonlinear Riemann solvers as Roe [13] , VFFC [9] , Colella and Glaz [6] or exact Riemann solvers as Godunov [11] . Nevertheless, it is when coupled with the Colella-Glaz scheme [6] that the reservoir technique gives the most impressive results [3] compared to higher order classical schemes as ENO [14] , WAF [5] for example, as we can see in [12] . In this paper we prove the convergence of the reservoir technique coupled with flux schemes [8] approximating one-dimensional nonlinear scalar hyperbolic conservation laws and linear hyperbolic systems of conservation laws for a general class of initial data.
We are able in this work to prove the long time convergence of the numerical solution obtained via the reservoir technique for shock waves. The reservoir technique main specificity comes from the fact that as for Glimm's scheme, the local error in space, is not accumulated at all times, but can be totally (shock waves) or partially (rarefaction waves) canceled after some iterations. With the same principle, the TVD property is proven. Under some arithmetical conditions on the characteristic velocities, we can even prove that the reservoir technique captures the exact solution at the discrete level.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1.2 we recall some important features of flux schemes and we set the studied problem. In Section 2 we prove the convergence and the TVD property of the reservoir technique coupled with flux schemes for nonlinear hyperbolic equations of conservation laws. Then the case of linear systems is studied in Section 2.3. The proof of convergence for nonlinear systems is much more technical and will be presented in a forthcoming paper. Finally, we conclude in Section 3.
Flux schemes and reservoir technique
We consider first order finite volume schemes based on Riemann solvers [8] for solving nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws:
Definition 1.1. An explicit conservative three-point finite volume scheme with Riemann solver writes:
where u n j is an approximation to
v(x, t n ) dx and t n is the time step at iteration n (verifying a CFL condition).
The interfacial numerical flux is denoted by g (u, v) and is computed with an exact or approximate Riemann solver.
Among these finite volume schemes we will consider in this paper finite volume flux schemes: Definition 1.2. A flux scheme is a finite volume scheme that writes:
where g is the numerical flux given by:
and Λ = P diag(sgn(λ i ))P −1 is a sign matrix, where (λ i ) i are the eigenvalues of df , and P is the matrix composed of the eigenvectors of df . See [8, 9] for additional details.
Recall that explicit flux schemes are first order convergent schemes under a classical CFL stability condition [8] . In the reservoir technique framework, we consider two kinds of flux schemes: those with a numerical flux computed using the Colella-Glaz Riemann solver and those using a linearized Riemann solver (VFFC or Roe for instance). The main difference between these two approaches comes from the fact that, the Colella-Glaz scheme consists of solving Riemann problems at the mesh interfaces using a nonlinear solver and an original flux difference decomposition, in opposite with linear flux schemes that use linearized Riemann solvers.
Note that in the sequel the space step will be constant: x j = x for all j ∈ Z. We will denote by t the maximum of all t i , where t i is the time step at time iteration i:
As usual we will consider weak discontinuities, that is |u left state − u right state | is small enough (even if this assumption is only necessary for the rarefaction wave study). Since the time and space steps are linked by a stability condition (typically by a positive constant a such that t/ x a), we could expect at most that there exists c > 0 such that
In fact we can prove for instance for solutions with shock waves only, the existence of a constant c independent of t n such that:
where v denotes the exact solution of the continuous problem and u n its reservoir approximation. Note that this property is very close to Lagoutière and Desprès' estimate with their antidiffusive numerical scheme presented in [7] . This allows us to prove a long-time convergence at least for solutions with shock waves only. This is a powerful property that very few finite volume schemes satisfy.
Suppose that at time t = 0 the initial data is given by 
That implies that the reservoir technique combined with a flux scheme based on exact or approximate Riemann solvers consists of choosing a particular local time step which is equal to
For a classical flux scheme the solution w after p j iterations in the cell j ∈ Z (with w 0 = u 0 ) from 0 to t p j is naturally given by:
That is:
For a first order finite volume scheme approximating a system of conservation laws, let us recall there exists c > 0:
Unfortunately, error estimates for the reservoir technique combined with a flux scheme cannot be deduced easily from the error estimate for the considered flux scheme. Indeed using the same notations as above we have after l < p j iterations:
We can deduce that there exists a positive constant d such that the error w l − u l L 1 is always strictly less the d t (recall that t and x are linked by a stability condition).
Scalar equation
Numerical scheme
We consider a nonlinear scalar conservation law
with f a regular strictly convex function. As usual we search for an approximation u n j of the solution v. The initial data is given by: (u
In this case, the classical upwind scheme writes:
where
is the interfacial upwinded flux:
with t n = t n+1 − t n and u n j−1/2 being the approximate value of the solution at the interface. In the framework of onedimensional nonlinear scalar equations two kinds of waves can appear: rarefaction and shock waves. At each interface j − 1/2 between cells j − 1 and j, the Lax entropy condition states that f (u
) generates an entropy shock wave whereas f (u
) generates a rarefaction wave. Let us also recall that from the Rankine-Hugoniot condition, a shock wave at the interface j − 1/2 has a speed equal to:
Using this interfacial speed, we propose a method to update reservoirs and counters, upwinding the interfacial numerical 
-Left shock wave (λ
-Right rarefaction wave (λ
For sonic points (that are not considered in this paper) the scheme is described in [3] .
Numerical analysis
In this section, we study the convergence of the reservoir technique for the nonlinear scalar equation (7) with strictly convex flux f ∈ C 3 (R). We first consider solutions without wave interactions, which is reasonable for a large class of initial data and at least for a finite time T > 0. Recall that
The following analysis is valid for all discrete initial data (u 0 j ) j∈Z defined as:
and equal to zero elsewhere. We consider step-like initial data, such that for some j 0 ∈ Z:
We first state that for solutions containing only shock waves: 
That is, we have a long time convergence for solutions having only shock waves. In fact this result can be extended to solutions containing shock and rarefaction waves. However, we do not have anymore the long time convergence, even if it leads to a better approximation for long times than order 1 schemes. 
and there existsc > 0 such that sup n∈N c(t n ) c and K (n) < n.
Although this result seems a little disappointing, it has to be noticed that K (n) tends to infinity less rapidly than n (see next section).
Proof of Theorem 2.2.
As there exist two kinds of non-trivial waves for such equations (shock and rarefaction waves) we propose to study the two situations and we split the proof in two parts.
Step 1. Shock waves.
Consider a time iteration n 0 such that all the counters are equal to zero (ex: n 0 = 0). For all n ∈ N * and j ∈ Z, while c n 0 +n j = 0 by the definition of the reservoir technique, we freeze the physical flux associated to the cell j at time t n 0 . We will study (by convention) the case of a right-entropy shock with a discontinuity located at x j 0 −1/2 at time t n 0 and of velocity σ n 0 j 0 −1/2 . As sgn( f ) is positive, we update the solution as follows (for n = 1):
More generally, for every n ∈ N * and j in Z such that c n 0 +n j > 0 one has
Recall that the time step is chosen such that:
We can then prove:
Lemma 2.1. Let us suppose that the exact solution v is a shock wave with a front located at
Proof. The shock is a right-entropy shock. As f is increasing, while c n 0 +n
Let us now denote by k j 0 the index such that: c
At time t n 0 +k j 0 the exact solution is obviously given by:
Because of (9) and (10) and as we have consider a single shock wave solution, we obtain
Then, in the current cell and at time t n 0 +k j 0 the reservoir technique combined with the flux scheme has captured the exact shock solution. By induction and symmetry the result is also valid for left entropy-shocks. 2
More generally, for all j ∈ Z and for all time t n 0; j i with i ∈ N, defined such that c n 0; j i j = 0, the numerical solution will be exact in the cell j. That is, at times t n 0; j i we have:
However, between the times t n 0; j i and t n 0; j i+1 because of (4), we have the following estimate:
as the solution in the cell j has been frozen until the local CFL number reaches 1 (and the counter is set to zero). These results allow to prove that the global error remains at order 1 but in each cell there exist times for which the error is zero: then using that u 0 belongs to BV(R) and Lemma 2.1, for shock waves, there exists a real constant c 1 > 0 such that:
Step 2. Rarefaction waves. We now suppose that the exact solution of the continuous problem is a right-rarefaction wave.
Then for all n ∈ N, and j ∈ Z, λ and there exists k j such that
It has to be noticed that even if λ
between t n 0 and t n 0 +k j , the solution at j − 1 could have been updated (excepted if c
implies necessarily that the solution in the cell j − 1 has been updated at most one time.
Then:
For weak enough initial data |u
, for all j in Z, and by regularity of f we then have:
That is, using that c
we obtain from (13):
with
Remark. Note that a rarefaction wave φ(x/t) solution of the scalar equation is such that
. This corresponds to
The following lemma will be useful to prove the convergence.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that the exact solution is a rarefaction wave.
Then for all j ∈ Z and for all n ∈ N, there exists n > n, such that
Proof. By Taylor expansion at time t n 0 +k j we have
Using that
We can rewrite the previous equation:
If we denote by φ(x/t) the exact self-similar continuous rarefaction wave, we formally have (13)), we then we recover at order 2 (14):
That means that for the cell j, there exists a time such that the error in this cell is reduced to second order. This result has been proved for a particular time t n 0 and can be obviously extended to any positive time, by induction provided that no wave interaction occurs. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 2
Again for all j ∈ Z and for all time (t n 0; j i ) i∈N such that c n 0; j i j = 0, the numerical solution satisfies
However, between t n 0; j i and t n 0; j i+1 because of (4), we have the following estimate:
In other words, in the cell j, an error in t 2 is created not at each iteration, but at each n 0; j k − n 0; j k−1 iterations. More generally for each j there exists 0
with t n 0;K j −1 = t n . The key point there is that K j is strictly (and can be much) less than n, leading to a better approximation than classical order 1 schemes. Denoting K (n) = sup j K j (n), we then have by summing over j the existence two real constants c 2 (t n ) and c 3 
where c(t n ) is bounded by a constantc, for all n.
Step 3. Conclusion.
As the solution of a hyperbolic equation of conservation law is a combination of shock and rarefaction waves and as we consider non-interacting waves, we can deduce that there exist c(t n ) > 0 and d = d(TV(u 0 )) > 0 such that:
That is, for step-like initial data the reservoir scheme is convergent. 2
We now prove that for scalar equations the combination of flux schemes and reservoirs is total variation diminishing (TVD).
Theorem 2.3. The reservoir technique is TVD for scalar hyperbolic equations of conservation laws (5) with non-interacting wave
solutions and a strictly convex C 2 flux, f :
Proof. Recall first that under CFL condition, flux schemes are TVD [10] . If we denote by w n a flux scheme solution and we suppose that at each iteration the time step is chosen such that the CFL number is equal to 1, we then have:
Now denoting by (n 0; j ) j the indices such that c n 0; j j = 0, the reservoir scheme is defined in the cell j and for n greater than n 0; j , by: 
=0 .
Again, as we do not consider wave interactions only three situations can occur:
Case 1. Shock waves.
We have seen that the solution is updated only when local CFL numbers reach 1; this corresponds to an exact shock propagation. Then the total variation is then not modified in this case.
Case 2. Constant states.
Trivially the total variation is zero.
Case 3. Rarefaction waves.
This situation is more complicated. We will prove for right-rarefaction waves (by symmetry the result will be valid for left rarefaction waves), that the total variation diminishing using an inductive argument and the reservoir and counter features.
From time t = 0 to t 1 we have:
and
Then, as f is increasing (recall that we consider right-rarefaction waves) and using the fact that the time step is chosen such that local CFL numbers are less or equal to 1, we check easily that for right-rarefaction waves, we have:
so that:
Suppose now that at time t n :
At time t n+1 we have the following equations: .
In such cells j, we have:
For such cells there is no increasing variation.
• If c n+1 j
Then as f is increasing (right-rarefaction waves are considered) and by entropy condition the term inside the sum is positive and then:
We have (under CFL condition):
• Then we can deduce that:
as: • The last case corresponds to c n+1 j
But as f is strictly positive that necessarily involves that n 0; j−1 < n 0; j and the following situation can occur:
But as above (third points) there will also exist k such that:
Finally for rarefaction waves we globally have: 
On wave interactions
For the sake of simplicity, we have considered in the above studies, non-interacting wave solutions, although wave interaction is fundamental, especially for long time simulations. This has allowed us to focus on the main specificity of the reservoir technique: very low diffusion of propagating shock and rarefaction waves. Moreover as it is well known, an accurate treatment of interactions is mainly the fact of a good choice of the (linear or nonlinear) Riemann solver. The same manner the Colella-Glaz Riemann solver [3] allowed us to treat very accurately wave decompositions for hyperbolic systems.
In order to be exhaustive 3 kinds of interaction should be considered: shock-shock, shock-rarefaction and rarefactionrarefaction interactions. We can in fact simply be deduced from the above study a corollary of Theorem 2.2: 
Principle of the proof. Let us consider first the shock-shock interaction case: two situations are possible. If two shock waves interact at time t * t n such that their respective reservoir and counter is zero (that is interaction of non-diffused shock waves), the new created shock will propagate following the same process as described above (with diffusion production then cancellation), and (12) will still be valid. Now, if at least one of the two shock waves is diffused at the interaction time t * , its corresponding reservoir will have not been emptied before the interaction and some numerical diffusion of order O( t) (11) (but independently of t * ) will not be canceled after the creation of the new shock wave. In that case, the global error will increase during the interaction following (16). Using (15), this principle can be extended the same manner to shock-rarefaction interactions, or rarefaction-rarefaction interactions, considering that the interaction could occur when both reservoirs are empty, only one, or both full. We clearly note that as expected, the interactions lead potentially to increase the numerical diffusion of the solution. 2
Numerical tests
In order to illustrate Theorem 2.2 we propose some numerical tests on Burgers' equation:
• The first test consists of solving with the reservoir technique coupled with a classical upwind scheme at "CFL = 1" (CFL = 0.999 in practice), Burgers' equation in [0, 1] with the following initial data:
The final time is T = 0.6, the space step is x = 0.01. The numerical results are obtained in Fig. 1 . Then we present in Fig. 2 the L 1 -error between the exact and reservoir solution: 1]) ) for 0 t T . As proven above, the reservoir technique is convergent for large times (in particular the numerical error is bounded by a constant times the space step), which is not true for classical finite volume schemes. • We now propose a numerical test involving two rarefaction waves. We compare the classical upwind scheme at "CFL = 1" (CFL = 0.999 precisely), with the reservoir technique. The domain is [0, 4] and we again solve Burgers' equation. The initial data is given by:
We represent in Fig. 3 , the exact, reservoir and CFL = 1 solutions and in Fig. 4 the error in L 1 -norm as a function of time, between the exact and the reservoir solutions and between the exact and the upwind solutions at "CFL = 1", on a 200 cell mesh. The results are in accordance with Theorem 2.2. Indeed as expected the long time divergence of the reservoir technique is slower (K (n) < n, Theorem 2.2) than classical order one method.
Linear systems
In this section we study the convergence of the reservoir technique approximating linear systems of conservation laws without wave interaction.
Reservoir scheme for linear systems
Consider the linear hyperbolic system with m equations: At each time step we fill up the reservoirs R k; j with the current numerical flux difference, upwinding regarding the sign of λ k . More precisely, we take for
whereas, for λ k > 0, we upwind on the right side
We update the solution by taking
As before, the time step t n must be chosen according to the classical stability condition and as big as possible. This leads to the natural choice
Numerical analysis
We consider here
with A being a diagonalizable matrix such that λ 1 < λ 2 < · · · < λ m . The initial data is given by:
Recall that an explicit flux scheme approximating a linear system of conservation law (21), is convergent (in particular stable) under a CFL condition max i∈{1,...,m} |λ i | t/ x 1. Again we will use the fact that the reservoir technique combined with a flux scheme is equivalent to choosing particular time steps.
Theorem 2.4. A flux scheme combined with the reservoir technique, approximating a linear hyperbolic system of conservation laws
(21)- (22) is convergent, and there exists c > 0 such that, at all time t n ∈ R + :
Moreover for rational eigenvalues and for all time t n , there exists a time t n t n such that the solution is exact at the discrete level, that is:
The numerical solution at time t n in the cell j that is V n j is also denoted by (V n j;l ) (1,...,m) where V n j;l denotes the lth component of the solution in cell j at time t n .
Proof. We first state an important lemma: 
Proof. We suppose that λ i 0, for all 1 i m and that λ m /λ 1 2. These assumptions do not remove any theoretical difficulty, but allow us to simplify the notations. In particular the second one ensures us that for all N in N, Suppose that the current time step index is equal to n with c n k; j = 0 for all k in {1, . . . ,m} and all j in Z (such an n exists, for instance n = 0). We consider an initial data given by (22). Then at each time step we update the solution in each cell in the following way:
Without loss of generality, we can assume that
that is c n+1 m; j+1 = 0 and as
This corresponds to an exact propagation at the discrete level for the mth wave, that is without numerical diffusion. Now, for the (m − p)th characteristic wave, with 0 p m − 1:
This proves that for each component p m the propagation of the pth wave is exact. Finally by induction, we can summarize the process by:
This process can then easily be extended for all t. 2
This lemma guarantees us that at time t, for each characteristic wave, there exists a time t t such that the propagation is exact. However this does not allow us to conclude that for all t there exists a time t t such that the discrete solution is exact (without numerical diffusion). That is that the propagation is exact for all characteristic waves all together. First by simple extension of the previous lemma we have 
and δt i (CFL = 1 for the component i):
Note that δt i = ρ i δt i+1 and recall that at times t n + Nδt i , N ∈ N, the propagation of the ith wave is exact.
As λ m is the fastest velocity t n+1 = δt m = x/|λ m |.
• • If now ρ m−1 ∈ Q * − N and denoting by P m,m−1 = cm(|λ m |, |λ m−1 |) then we can assert that at times t n + N P m,m−1 δt m , N ∈ N * the propagation is exact for these two characteristic waves.
Using similar arguments, for all k and l with 1 k < l < m, the propagation of the discrete kth and lth characteristic waves is exact at times t n + N P l,k δt l with P k,l = cm(|λ k |, |λ l |) and N ∈ N * . By induction on the wave indices, we easily deduce that at times t n + N P 1,...,m δt m , N ∈ N * the propagation is exact for all characteristic waves, that is the solution is exact at the discrete level. 2
In fact we can even easily extend this result to rational eigenvalues. With the same arguments as above we prove that the solution is exact at the discrete level at least every R 1,...,m iterations.
For all n, it is sufficient to define n as a multiple of R 1,...,m greater than n. 2
We can then deduce from Lemma 2.3 that for all n ∈ N there exists c > 0 such that:
And from Lemma 2.5 we can add that for rational eigenvalues, there existsñ such that cñ k; j = 1 for all k in {1, . . . ,m} and: 
Numerical tests
The previous results guarantee an exact propagation at the discrete level for rational eigenvalues. However we conjecture that the result can be extended to all real eigenvalues as it will be shown in the following numerical example. We solve the following system:
where we suppose that D = diag(λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ) is a diagonal matrix (the system is then not coupled), but we solve it using one single time step (corresponding to a "CFL = 1" for the largest eigenvalue). The space step is given by x = 0.05, the domain is [0, 10] , the final time is T = 0.6, and the initial data is:
We consider two situations:
• First we suppose that the eigenvalues are rational, given respectively by λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = 3, λ 3 = 9. We represent in Figs. 5, 6 the reservoir and exact solution and the exact and upwind solution at "CFL = 1" (CFL = 0.999 in practice) that is t = x/λ 3 . Fig. 7 gives the L 1 -norm error between the exact and the reservoir solutions. As expected, the reservoir solution is convergent for large times but not the upwind solution as it is well known, Fig. 8 .
• We now consider irrational eigenvalues, in order to prove that even in this situation the reservoir technique remains very accurate. The eigenvalues are given by λ 1 = π/10, λ 2 = π , λ 3 = 3π . Results are presented in Figs. 9 and 10, showing that the reservoir technique performs well (no diffusion) even when the eigenvalues are irrational. More generally our numerical tests have never made appear any difficulty regarding irrational eigenvalues.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proven for a general class of initial data, the convergence and some important features of the reservoir technique for nonlinear hyperbolic equations and linear systems of conservation laws. For non-interacting shock wave solutions, we have in particular proven the long time convergence of the reservoir technique. In a forthcoming paper, the convergence of the reservoir technique for nonlinear hyperbolic systems of conservation law will be studied. For nonlinear systems, this method has indeed shown impressive results compared to classical high order methods such as ENO, WENO methods, etc., see [3] . The extension of Theorem 2.2 will be proven in the second part of this work. Note that from Section 2, we can directly state that the above result is true for shock wave solutions (on each characteristic field) of nonlinear hyperbolic systems of conservation laws.
